FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Bahá’í Calendar app: "A unified calendar for a coherent Bahá’í life"
Norway - Jalál 12 Sultán 172 (January 12th 2016) - The Bahá’í Calendar app unites the
Bahá’í dates and the Gregorian dates, converts between the two, allows adding and
editing events from all accounts on the device, and at the same time provides full
integration with the existing Apple system-calendar — with all the benefit that gives. The
needs of both private and professional use can be met by this single app, in context of
the Bahá’í daily and annual rhythm, and strictly according to the 50 years of dates
release by Universal House of Justice.
The app displays the Bahá’í calendar (Badí calendar) alongside the Gregorian calendar, or another calendar
system you choose; including Chinese, Indian, Islamic and others. The app is also a great reference for
teachers and students of religion.
The 4 seasons goes like a colored thread through the year, according to the Badí calendar: 3 white springmonths, 4 yellow summer-months, 6 green autumn-months, and 6 red winter-months. You may choose to
show calendrical names in either Arabic, English (or system language when a translation exists), and easily
switch between them for reference.
Holydays are clearly marked with rose-red color. Holydays with particular times are calculated in relation to
local time-zone using GPS.
Each individual date shifts according to the local sunset of that date and the current place, or at 6 in the
evening for the northern regions (settings).
The Bahá’í-week normally starts on Jalál (Glory/Saturday), but you may choose to use Sunday or Monday as
the first day instead.
All Nineteen Day Feasts are marked, and when a feast also marks the beginning of a new season; it’s
marked with that seasons' color — thus reminding us of the inspiring and mystical aspects of the Badí
calendar.
The Ridván festival and the periods of Ayyàm-i-Hà and fasting are also clearly marked, as a rose-red thread
over those days.
The current version has a months view, and an events-list — similar to the Apple system-calendar, thus
making it intuitive and familiar to use. Translation-work and further localization is on the future roadmap.
Apps are easily accessible by the millions now, and more than often free; but it still requires months of
dedicated development to create a professional-grade solution. This app will never contain ads, require an
account or collect your personal data. By purchasing it, for less than $2, you not only get it for your own use,
but also support and enable further development of e.g. a week view, reminders, more beautification, info
behind the holydays, translations, Apple Watch integration, etc… and wishfully a basic free version too; for
those who are unable to buy it for various reasons.
The goal is to pursue the standard of beauty, refinement and perfection that the beloved guardian set with his
practical and physical implementation of so many aspects of the faith.
The app supports all iPhone, iPad and iPod touch devices with iOS 7.1 or newer, and it is available on App
Store, directly from the device.

App Store:
Webpage:
Facebook:
Twitter:

https://itunes.apple.com/app/id979525013
http://bahaicalendarapp.com
https://www.facebook.com/bahaicalendarapp
@BahaiCalApp

Some reviews from the App Store:
Love this app
by Alaskan down under - Sep 30, 2015 (Australia)
Syncs seamlessly with iCal on the iPhone and vice versa. Can set alarms just as in iCal. Great effort by the developers who seem to
have received bountiful confirmations! Well worth the money: highly recommended.
Great app - love it
by davidcharles56 - Sep 4, 2015 (USA)
As soon as the July 10 letter of the Universal House of Justice came out, I predicted that I would soon have an excellent app like this on my
phone. Thank you so much - this is really great. I would suggest that maybe a year-at-a-glance view be included (to page through the next
50 years). The only things that would change in the calendar would be the position of the Twin Holy Birthdays, and the length of Ayyám-i-Há.
And if you set Ayyám-i-Há outside of the months, then the year can be represented as a perfect square 19 x 19. Just a suggestion. The year
view, not referenced to any other calendar, helps people understand that the dates of the holy day don’t move year to year, they are fixed
with respect to Naw Rúz. And Naw Rúz doesn’t move year to year, it’s always in the same place - the equinox.
Nice, clean interface
by OneLove99 - Version - 1.3 - Jul 9, 2015 (USA)
I am excited to use this app and look forward to it helping me to orient my life and heart around the Badi calendar! The clean interface
is really nice! Two things I wish for are the ability to select my own colors and a prettier icon. I'm really into those things. :) All around,
it's a very nice app, and I am so glad it has been created. Thank you!
A must have
by AdrienDrammen - Version - 1.1 - Jun 18, 2015 (Norway)
Excellent design. Fully integrates all the features of the Badi calendar and thus gives a whole new view of time with your own events in
it. A must have for implementing the Badi calendar in your life. It has all the necessary functionality except for a week view, which is the
only thing missing.
Amazing Bahá'í Calendar
by LindaFjord - Version - 1.1 - Jun 20, 2015 (Finland)
This is such a great way of learning the concept of time as Bahá'u'lláh intended, while still staying on track of the Gregorian system
and easily agreeing meetings with those who don't use the Badi calendar. Also has all the functionality of iCal and imports ur iCal info
within seconds!

Per-Willy Schulz is a Norwegian Baha’i and iOS app developer with more than 20 years of experience from
the IT-industry, doing development and consulting on corporate solutions, web and mobile. He started his
own proprietorship as Schulz Media & Consulting in Sharaf (Honor) 171, aiming at a more coherent life, with
goals determined primarily out of a good purpose, rather than capitalistic standards of profit. The Bahá’í
calendar app has been a full-time engagement since the fast of 171, with the goal of creating a full-featured
calendar app, for both private and professional use; on the premises of the Badí calendar and a Bahá’í daily
life rhythm. He is now doing an 80% iOS-developer job to support the family life along-side developing this
app.
The first version was released in Rahmat 172 (June 2015), and is continually updated with new capabilities
and technologies.
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